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Abstract 

In today’s business environment, the trend towards more product variety and customization is unbroken. Due to this development, the need of 
agile and reconfigurable production systems emerged to cope with various products and product families. To design and optimize production
systems as well as to choose the optimal product matches, product analysis methods are needed. Indeed, most of the known methods aim to 
analyze a product or one product family on the physical level. Different product families, however, may differ largely in terms of the number and 
nature of components. This fact impedes an efficient comparison and choice of appropriate product family combinations for the production
system. A new methodology is proposed to analyze existing products in view of their functional and physical architecture. The aim is to cluster
these products in new assembly oriented product families for the optimization of existing assembly lines and the creation of future reconfigurable 
assembly systems. Based on Datum Flow Chain, the physical structure of the products is analyzed. Functional subassemblies are identified, and 
a functional analysis is performed. Moreover, a hybrid functional and physical architecture graph (HyFPAG) is the output which depicts the 
similarity between product families by providing design support to both, production system planners and product designers. An illustrative
example of a nail-clipper is used to explain the proposed methodology. An industrial case study on two product families of steering columns of 
thyssenkrupp Presta France is then carried out to give a first industrial evaluation of the proposed approach. 
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the 28th CIRP Design Conference 2018. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to the fast development in the domain of 
communication and an ongoing trend of digitization and
digitalization, manufacturing enterprises are facing important
challenges in today’s market environments: a continuing
tendency towards reduction of product development times and
shortened product lifecycles. In addition, there is an increasing
demand of customization, being at the same time in a global 
competition with competitors all over the world. This trend, 
which is inducing the development from macro to micro 
markets, results in diminished lot sizes due to augmenting
product varieties (high-volume to low-volume production) [1]. 
To cope with this augmenting variety as well as to be able to
identify possible optimization potentials in the existing
production system, it is important to have a precise knowledge

of the product range and characteristics manufactured and/or 
assembled in this system. In this context, the main challenge in
modelling and analysis is now not only to cope with single 
products, a limited product range or existing product families,
but also to be able to analyze and to compare products to define
new product families. It can be observed that classical existing
product families are regrouped in function of clients or features.
However, assembly oriented product families are hardly to find. 

On the product family level, products differ mainly in two
main characteristics: (i) the number of components and (ii) the
type of components (e.g. mechanical, electrical, electronical). 

Classical methodologies considering mainly single products 
or solitary, already existing product families analyze the
product structure on a physical level (components level) which 
causes difficulties regarding an efficient definition and
comparison of different product families. Addressing this 
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Abstract

For assembly of non-rigid components, given the scanned geometries, a self-compensating assembly line has shown to be capable of steering the
assembly process, finding the optimal assembly properties, e.g., joining sequences. However, the computational burden of optimization for each
assembly step is still limiting the physical application of this concept. This paper proposes a strategy for identifying the optimal matching of the
components and the corresponding joining sequences to reduce the computation time, bypassing repetitive optimization steps. The results show
that the proposed method simultaneously provides the optimized component matching and joining sequence leading to a simplified computation
process.
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1. Introduction

Assuring the geometric quality of the assemblies has been
a challenge for the manufacturing industry and involves a span
of activities performed during the product development cycles.
Traditionally, the assembly process parameters, namely posi-
tion, clamping, joining, and releasing from the fixture, are ad-
justed when problems arise. Therefore, the cost of the adjust-
ments has been relatively high compared to the gained qual-
ity improvement. Recently, the concept of individualized pro-
cesses has gained attention, where a digital twin is steering the
manufacturing setup [15, 14]. Adjusting the process parameters
based on the individual parts and assembly requirements is the
ultimate purpose of such a concept. Several optimization steps
take place for each assembly through individualization, requir-
ing time-consuming simulations and computations. In the next
section, the challenges associated with the computations in this
concept are further addressed.

1.1. Individualized assembly lines

The self-compensating assembly line [15], is designed to ad-
just the assembly parameters based on the three-dimensional
scanned data of each in-going assembly component. In sheet

metal assemblies, these parameters include joining sequences
and locator adjustments. Furthermore, as each parameters is
closely related to the fabricated components deviations, the
component combination by which the assembly is composed
influences the batch composition.

1.2. Joining sequence analysis

The joining sequence influences the geometric outcome of
the assemblies [4]. The aspects around optimization of the
sequence for the individual assemblies have been considered
comprehensively in the previous research [18, 2]. Furthermore,
the choice of the critical joining points to securing the geo-
metric outcome have been studied [9, 22]. Efforts have been
dedicated reducing the computation time for optimizing the se-
quences for each individual assembly [18]. By means of paral-
lel computation and efficient optimization algorithms, the com-
putation time and the number of simulations performed to re-
trieve the optimal sequences has been reduced by 75% com-
pared to the traditional population-based optimization meth-
ods like the genetic algorithms [7, 20, 6]. More time-efficient
joining sequence simulation in non-rigid variation simulation
has also been introduced bypassing the unnecessary simulation
steps [17]. Additionally, a clustering and optimization method
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has been introduced to mitigate the influence of the joining se-
quence on the batch assembly, and to achieve indistinguishable
geometric outcomes by individual joining sequence optimiza-
tion and batch optimization [16]. However, the interplay be-
tween the part matching and the joining sequence has not been
considered in the previous research, which will be further elab-
orated and considered in this paper.

1.3. Part matching

Fitting the produced components in a nominal buck has tra-
ditionally been referred to as a matching process in the automo-
tive industry. Adjusting the individual components to fit in this
context has been referred to as trimming. Here, part matching
is referred to selecting the individual components in a fashion
that results in a less need for trimming an assembly. In other
words, selecting part instances can be interpreted as a selective
assembly process that has been introduced and implemented for
rigid components [10, 11]. Efforts have been made introduc-
ing this concept for non-rigid components such as sheet metals
[21], where a genetic algorithm is implemented to match the
parts based on the geometric outcome of the assemblies. For
a self-compensating assembly line, the strategies for achieving
a higher quality based on part matching and locator adjustment
have been studied, and the importance of the locator adjustment
have been identified [1]. The effect of the joining sequences in
the simulation outcome for part matching has been mostly ne-
glected, or sequence optimization perspectives have not been
directly addressed simulating the geometric outcome for the
chosen matching strategy in previous research. Additionally,
the time consumption of performing such tasks separately in
two steps has not been addressed. In this paper, the joining se-
quence and its optimization perspective have been introduced
and integrated into the part matching process for improved ge-
ometric quality.

1.4. Scope of the paper

In a self-compensating assembly line, parts are being
matched, locators are adjusted and joining sequences are op-
timized to improve the geometric outcome of the assembly and
compensate for the in-going geometric variation. Aspects sur-
rounding joining sequences and part matching have been stud-
ied separately. The joining sequences and the part matching are
a function of the existing deviation in the fabricated compo-
nents, yet the interplay of two and their influence on the final
assembly outcome for a batch of assemblies have not been dis-
cussed. In this paper, an efficient integrated part matching and
joining procedure is introduced requiring reduced computation
time.

2. Proposed part matching and joining sequence optimiza-
tion method

To simulate the geometric outcome of the assemblies, given
the part deviation or variation, non-rigid variation simulation [8,

3, 5] is deployed. The following section introduces the applied
non-rigid variation simulation approach.

2.1. Non-rigid variation simulation

The method initially strives to establish a sensitivity matrix
of the assembly between the part deviation and assembly devia-
tion. This sensitivity is also used to model the contact behavior
of the components during all the assembly steps including:

• positioning and clamping in the fixture,

Ku = f , (1)

where K is the global stiffness matrix of the assembly
and u is the assembly displacements in the fixture, and
f is the corresponding force vector associated with the
displacements.
• Joining:

Kwu = fw, (2)

where Kw is the modified stiffness matrix and fw is the
derived forces on the weld point.
• Removing the parts from the fixture and springback.

u = S f , (3)

where S is the sensitivity matrix derived from the modi-
fied stiffness matrix.

The contact response of the assembly is calculated by the
quadratic programming of the contact forces. This program
based on the minimization of the potential energy [19] is repre-
sented by:

minimize
f

1
2

f TS f + f Tu

subject to −S f ≤ u
f ≥ 0,

(4)

where f is a vector of contact forces, S is the assembly sen-
sitivity matrix, and u is a vector of the initial penetration in the
contact nodes. This step is performed to avoid the penetration
of parts in the adjacent areas in each of the steps above.

2
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2.2. Part matching for batch analysis

It has been shown that capturing the relative displacement in
the weld points with the given sequence can reveal the behavior
of the assembly after joining [17]. The principle for part match-
ing in this paper is based on identifying the pair of parts with
an optimal initial weld relative displacement prior to welding.
To this end, the part combinations are generated for each com-
ponent and the initial weld displacements are derived. Alterna-
tively, for large batch numbers and large number of components
a clustering and optimization approach can be applied to the
problem [16]. Since the nature of the part matching problem is
combinatorial, greedy search algorithms [12] can be applied to
generate proximal solutions. Here, for simplicity, we consider
that the part combination can be generated, and the memory is-
sues will not occur. Each part combination is thus associated
with a feature vector of the relative weld displacements. The
feature vector is sorted in ascending order, and the first instance
of the part with the lowest weld relative displacement is chosen
to be included in the batch. The process then iterates until the
batch is filled. The diagram describing the workflow for gen-
erating the batch and sequence optimization is shown in Fig.
1.

Let us consider a part matching problem for a batch of N
assemblies of two parts, for each there are also N components
available. The solution space is N! × N!, creating the possible
batch compositions. The greedy approach includes selecting the
best part combination among the possible alternatives. For the
first part combination, there are N × N available alternatives.
The part combination with the lowest weld relative displace-
ments is chosen. Next, there are (N − 1)× (N − 1) available part
combinations, where the alternative with the lowest weld dis-
placements is chosen. These steps are continued until there is
one choice and one alternative is available. In the next section,
this method is applied to a reference assembly.

2.3. Joining sequence optimization

To retrieve the geometric outcome of the assembly equation
2-4 above is iterated on the applied sequence, modifying the
generated sensitivity matrix [17]. The optimization of the se-
quences for the geometric outcome can be formulated as below.

minimize
S i

u(si)

subject to si : {1, . . . , p} → {p, . . . , 1}, p ∈ N.
(5)

Here u is the final assembly displacement after joining with a
sequence, si. The sequence si belongs to a permutation set of 1
to p elements, which are the ordered weld points. To solve this
combinatorial optimization problem efficiently, a stepwise al-
gorithm presented in [18] has been employed to the problem.
The algorithm identifies the optimal sequence, element-wise
and thereby minimizing the geometric deviation of the assem-
bly.

Fig. 1. Part matching and sequence optimization steps

3. Proposed method evaluation

The proposed part matching and joining sequence optimiza-
tion is applied to a reference assembly, and the results are com-
pared with individualized sequence optimization.

3.1. Reference assembly

The assembly consists of two sheet metal parts, for each 10
instances are available. Both parts have elasticity of 210 GPa,
while the thickness of the upper part is 1.2 mm and the lower
part’s thickness is 1.6 mm. The aim is to find the optimal part
matching and joining sequences for a batch of 10 assemblies.
There are seven weld points on this assembly, all are welded in
a single station with a balanced welding gun. The positioning
points and weld points are shown by arrows and spheres ac-
cordingly, in Fig. 2. The assembly is modeled in the CAT-tool
RD&T [13]. The assembly model includes 159 contact points.
Each full FEM run takes 7.28 seconds, while each contact cal-
culation takes approximately 0.06 seconds.

3.2. Individualized assembly process outcome

In an individualized assembly line, for each combination of
the parts the joining sequence is optimized separately. In this

3
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Fig. 2. Reference Assembly

Table 1. Individualized Optimization

Individualized Batch variation Batch
Optimization range (mm) Mean (mm)

Opt. Sequences & Matched 0.1212 0.3757
Opt. Sequence & Not Matched 0.4298 0.4089
Unideal Sequences & Matched 0.3583 0.6711
Unideal Sequence & Not Matched 0.4742 0.7368

case, there are 10 instances available for each part, thereby an
optimal joining sequence, Section 2.3, is put forward for each
of the 100 possible combinations. Here the part combinations
are (1, 1), (1, 2), ..., (5, 10), ..., (10, 10). The optimal part match-
ing based on the outcome of the joining sequence optimization
for each combinations is derived. This is performed to com-
pare the achieved results with the proposed approach. Fig. 3 (A)
depicts the result of the batch root mean square of the displace-
ments in the normal direction of all the including mesh nodes of
the assembly. This measure is chosen due to its generic nature,
while any other key characteristic points can also be applied
to the method. Table 1 presents the retrieved range and mean
of the achieved displacements for four scenarios. Firstly, when
optimized joining sequence and optimized part matching are
considered, secondly, part matching is not performed, but the
joining sequences are optimized; thirdly, when part matching is
performed and unideal joining sequences are applied to the as-
semblies. Finally, when neither part matching of sequence opti-
mization is performed on the batch. As clearly can be seen, ap-
plying the joining sequence optimization and part matching can
improve the range of the displacements by 74% and the batch
mean deviation by 49%. Table 2 presents the computation time
associated with this individualized part matching setup, which
will be compared against the batch process in the following sec-
tion.

Table 2. Computation time

Computation Numebr of Number of Contact Time
Time Results full FEA Runs calculations (s)

Individualized 5600 50400 40768
Batch Process 56 504 245

Table 3. Batch Optimization

Batch Batch variation Batch
Optimization range (mm) Mean (mm)

Opt. Sequences & Matched 0.3090 0.4418
Opt. Sequence & Not Matched 0.4342 0.4820
Unideal Sequences & Matched 0.36 0.6493
Unideal Sequence & Not Matched 0.4807 0.7102

3.3. Batch process outcome

The proposed part matching and joining sequence optimiza-
tion, Section 2.2 and 2.3, is applied to the assembly, and the
optimal batch is composed. The sequence optimization is then
applied to the selected batch of assemblies, generating one op-
timal joining sequence for the batch. Notice that here only one
full FEA run is performed for each joining sequence on the
batch, helping to reduce the computation time. In this approach,
the combination of parts that is put forward by the proposed
approach, Section 2.2, is evaluated by the extended MIC and
contact modeling approach presented in Section 2.1. Fig. 3 (B)
presents each assembly displacement in the batch for similar
scenarios as in Section 3.2. With this method, an improvement
of 35% is achieved in the range of displacements applying part
matching and optimal sequence. This improvement has been
38% for the mean deviation of the selected batch of assemblies.
The details of displacement range and mean deviation of the
batch is presented in Table 3 for the four scenarios. The total
computation time with the proposed approach is presented in
Table 2. The computation time required for the batch process
optimization is considerably lower than the individualized pro-
cess, due to the reduced number of full FEA runs and contact
calculations. Considering that the achieved improvement for the
batch geometric quality has been obtained with substantially
lower computation time indicates the adequacy of the chosen
batch of parts and joining sequence optimization approach.

4. Conclusion

The self-compensating individualized assembly line for non-
rigid components is based on part matching and joining se-
quence optimization requiring no physical, technological addi-
tions to the assembly steps. The interplay of the two tasks have
not been addressed previously. In this paper, an approach has
been proposed for direct part matching and joining sequence
optimization for a batch of assemblies. The proposed approach
has been applied to a batch of assemblies, and the achieved
range and mean deviation of the batch are compared to the indi-

4
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Individualized 5600 50400 40768
Batch Process 56 504 245

Table 3. Batch Optimization

Batch Batch variation Batch
Optimization range (mm) Mean (mm)

Opt. Sequences & Matched 0.3090 0.4418
Opt. Sequence & Not Matched 0.4342 0.4820
Unideal Sequences & Matched 0.36 0.6493
Unideal Sequence & Not Matched 0.4807 0.7102

3.3. Batch process outcome

The proposed part matching and joining sequence optimiza-
tion, Section 2.2 and 2.3, is applied to the assembly, and the
optimal batch is composed. The sequence optimization is then
applied to the selected batch of assemblies, generating one op-
timal joining sequence for the batch. Notice that here only one
full FEA run is performed for each joining sequence on the
batch, helping to reduce the computation time. In this approach,
the combination of parts that is put forward by the proposed
approach, Section 2.2, is evaluated by the extended MIC and
contact modeling approach presented in Section 2.1. Fig. 3 (B)
presents each assembly displacement in the batch for similar
scenarios as in Section 3.2. With this method, an improvement
of 35% is achieved in the range of displacements applying part
matching and optimal sequence. This improvement has been
38% for the mean deviation of the selected batch of assemblies.
The details of displacement range and mean deviation of the
batch is presented in Table 3 for the four scenarios. The total
computation time with the proposed approach is presented in
Table 2. The computation time required for the batch process
optimization is considerably lower than the individualized pro-
cess, due to the reduced number of full FEA runs and contact
calculations. Considering that the achieved improvement for the
batch geometric quality has been obtained with substantially
lower computation time indicates the adequacy of the chosen
batch of parts and joining sequence optimization approach.

4. Conclusion

The self-compensating individualized assembly line for non-
rigid components is based on part matching and joining se-
quence optimization requiring no physical, technological addi-
tions to the assembly steps. The interplay of the two tasks have
not been addressed previously. In this paper, an approach has
been proposed for direct part matching and joining sequence
optimization for a batch of assemblies. The proposed approach
has been applied to a batch of assemblies, and the achieved
range and mean deviation of the batch are compared to the indi-
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Fig. 3. (A) Individualized assembly outcome (B) Batch assembly outcome

vidualized setup. The results show that the proposed method is
capable of identifying the suitable part matching for improved
geometrical quality both in an individualized setup and in batch
processes. Additionally, the joining sequence impact on the an-
alyzed assembly has been higher than the part matching impact.
This applies both to individualized optimization and batch pro-
cess optimization. This is due to the limited solution space for
the part combinations compared to the joining sequence. Fur-
thermore, it has been shown that combining the two tasks leads
to a higher improvement impact compared to deploying one
task. Finally, the computation time invested in the batch process
optimization has been considerably lower than of the individu-
alized optimization, making the method suitable for handling
larger problem sizes.

The impact of the part matching and joining sequences for
batch processes where larger bath sizes and assembly compo-
nents are available can be further studied for a better understat-
ing of a suitable applicable method. Future studies on an ap-
proximation of the impact of each task, addressed in this paper,
on the overall quality of the assembly helps the smooth transi-
tion towards a physical implementation of a digital twin for an
assembly setup.
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